teo	THE INDIAN STATUTORY COMMISSION
education of girls
Despite the 'growing increase in girls' education, the measures taken to promote
it have been inadequate. The education of the girl is the education of the mother,
The school-education of each additional girl counts more towards the future than the
school-education of an additional boy. We are definitely of opinion that, in the
interests of the advance of Indian education as a whole priority should now be given
to the claims of girls' education in every scheme of expansion.
India has reached a critical stage in the development of her education, and the^
decisions to be made are of vital importance. It will be for those in authority to
consider what shall be the next step. If we have taken Abroad view of our reference,
It fe in the hope that our suggestions may be of some assistance to those responsible
lor the great task that lies before them.
growth of education
Chapter III of the report gives important statistical data relating to the growth
®£ education and of educational expenditure during the years 1917 to 1927.
It is a fair inference from the figures, says the report, that the country is now
prepared to an increasing extent to make sacrifice for the cause of education.
Education has come to be regarded generally as a matter of primary national
importance, an indispensable agency in the difficult task of 'nation building/ The
attention given to it by legislative councils is both a symptom and evidence of this
recognition. The transfer of the Department of Education to popular control, as
represented by a Minister, has both increased the public interest in it and made
ikwfe sensitive to the currents of public needs and public opinion.
Hoc is k only the authorities and the well-to-do classes that have welcomed and
encouraged the spread of education. Communities which had for long been
citecsttiomlty backward, like the Mohammedan community have awakened to the
HBfiil apd possibilities of education for their children. The movement has spread
l^lfeciepressed classes and even to the tribal aborigines and has stirred a much
*L-—- proportion of the people than before to demand education as a right.
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provincial measures.
provinces comprehensive measures of reform, whether by way of legisla-
©tfeerwise are under consideration, and steps  have   been taken to deal with
susaiisiactory features of the system.   New agencies of local or institutional
•*"* have been established.   A new type of university  organisation has been
- fedHties for professional and technical training have  been extended and
- varied ; the methods of training teachers have in   some provinces been
and made more effective ; the pay and conditions of service of teachers
«apiW6d ; auricula have been recast and widened ;  and unrecognised
""toeea drawn into the public system,
tette field of education in India have  admirable material to deal with j
iJTiKJ*1? &e In^ian girl are not lackmg  in innate intelligence and i*
io^^t by tot^training of body, mind and character  which a well-planned
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university education.	^
<?+
and colleges of India are at the present   moment turning out;
u* m*»  attes ^^ catluot ^n<* employment is well-known.	lr
^J—w^atftbatoneof the main attractions of the universities an<$
notaste^for  academic  studies  and   insufficient   qualifica-i
B ^ ^fs^stance.0£* a university degree by a Government
to ^ser/jrice*   If Government were to abandon thatj-
which It is not really needed, the pressure on th<|;
be lessened.   We suggest that for manf
"' >ns comparable to the examinations o|
and specially designed for the purpos^eb,
tke regpkemerit that candidates for these!
Uhe*ippointments that,we

